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An MBA
with a difference

Conventional or breakthrough. Standard or innovative. Present or future. For those bold enough to appreciate the 
difference,  the MBA programme at the Moscow School of Management SKOLKOVO, offers an entirely new and 
different approach to business education. SKOLKOVO MBA students spend more than 80% of their time out of 

the classroom, where they'll experience the programme  'hands-on'. We're mentoring a new breed of leader 
today, one who's better prepared for the challenges of the future.

Work alongside a unique and otherwise inaccessible circle of preeminent
professionals who are shaping tomorrow today, at SKOLKOVO.

SKOLKOVO MBA
Tel.: +7 (495) 223-44-58, www.skolkovo.ru
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dear readers,
You are holding the first copy of the SKOLKOVO GO Inside magazine. But what is it about, who is it for, and 
what can readers draw from it? We have just one definite answer to these questions: this is a magazine for 
our friends.

Through this publication we intend to keep you informed about the action-packed 
life at SKOLKOVO, the meetings – including high-profile ones – that take place, 
our students and our unique projects. We look forward to discussing together an 
integral part of life for SKOLKOVO and for us: business and managing it.

In the first issue we have decided to focus on the trends and new approaches in a modern business, as 
well as the prospects for emerging markets and the specifics involved in working in them. There will also 
be chance to meet some of the SKOLKOVO students.

This is the first edition that we have written, so both the format and the content may 
well change. As making the magazine interesting for you is of vital importance to 
us, we are open to suggestions, requests and tasks. Please feel free to send your 
comments to our editorial team.

Enjoy!
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SKOLKOVO jOiNed the iNterNatiONaL 
CONSOrtiuM uNiCON

on december 1

Were SubMitted fOr the CONteSt 
“NeW peOpLe, NeW ideaS”

over 100 essays

MtS aNd SKOLKOVO LauNChed the jOiNt iNNOVatiVe 
eduCatiON prOjeCt “MtS LeaderShip dNa”

on January 1

SKOLKOVO COMpLeted itS “COMpaSS fOr NeW 
reaLity” prOGraMMe fOr MaNaGerS

on december 30

frOM ruSSia, auStria, iNdia aNd uKraiNe 
Started eduCatiON iN eMba prOGraMMe

39 students

atteNded the SKOLKOVO hr CLub50 hr-directors

frOM ruSSia aNd ChiNa Were exaMiNed 
by SieMS iN itS NeW reSearCh ON 
exeCutiVe LeaderShip StruCture

100 public companies

fiNaNCiaL expertS beCaMe WiNNerS Of the 
CONteSt “NeW peOpLe, NeW ideaS”

5 talented

the briC eCONOMieS are expeCted tO be fOur Of the 
WOrLd’S tOp Six LarGeSt eCONOMieS

by 2025

Numbers & FACtS
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Five winners of New People, New Ideas contest, organised by  
sKOLKOVO and sberbank, shared their views on the future, and also on 
what they wish to learn at sKOLKOVO and how they plan to implement 
their ideas into real life

PrESS-cOnfErEncE On ThE AnnOuncEmEnT Of ThE cOnTEST  "nEW PEOPLE, nEW IdEAS"

SBErBAnK 
COntESt
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Denis Alexandrov
cfO,  
A1 Investment company

Sergei Ludin
deputy head of Asset management 
department, Sberbank

for the past two years, we have seen a 
lot of changes in Sberbank, including the 
attitude of the clients and employees to 
our bank. Sberbank's team is motivated 
to achieve ambitious goals. Personal 
development of each employee is also 

of a vital importance. SKOLKOVO is a project that 
has incorporated our ambitions and desire for self-
improvement, which is perfectly in line with the strategy 
of our bank and my aspiration to build a name for myself.

The fundamental idea of my essay is to precisely 
evaluate efficiency for the public finances. my proposal 
is to define objectives for certain sectors, and to develop 
a strategy for achieving these objectives on the federal, 
regional and local levels, while utilizing TQm principles.

There is no need to make a secret out of it – I have 
certain fears about starting my own business, but I 
wouldn't say that I am not capable of doing it. I am sure 
that SKOLKOVO, in addition to leadership skills, allows 
us to develop the qualities of a person capable of finding 
non-standard solutions in ordinary situations. It is not 
that important for me what to do, but rather how to act 
– if it is innovative, efficient and simply nice, then I will 
thank SKOLKOVO!

I thought this was an interesting chance 
to build and describe my personal vision 
of the current situation of the country 
and its future, which really worries me, 
like any other normal citizen of the 
country. Another thing is that there is a 

competition element and quite a good prize of training 
at SKOLKOVO, the future of which is, I believe, bright; 

my essay presents and describes a new system of 
evaluation and key indicators for state institutions that 
monitor the country's fiscal system. 

This evaluation system is based on the analogy of 
corporate management using value drivers. for 
instance, management based on the national debt 
value is an equivalent to the capital value in company 
value management. I also included some illustrative 
ideas on the use of the country's resources, in particular, 

I’ve been keeping an eye on the progress 
of the SKOLKOVO project. I think it's 
a useful and timely initiative. I thought 
about entering the school when I heard 
about the contest. I hope that the team of 
programme participants would become 

sort of a club, where we could discuss, criticize and 
further develop the initial idea. 

The idea of my essay was based on the fact that the 
development of the country’s economy requires 
investments, and not just capital investments, but also 
long-term debt. The concept is to create a mechanism 
that will allow banks to accept a project's risks and grant 
long-term loans, and at the same time allow companies 
to access financing for new projects. Plus it implies joint 
participation of the public and private capital in building 
this mechanism.

After graduation I would like to further my professional 
development and pursue a career with my company. 
I hope business school will allow me to take a wider 
approach to many things, and perhaps look at them 
from a different angle. certainly, for me SKOLKOVO 
business school is mainly about people. We have a very 
good class of 38 students – they are all very different 
and yet interesting people. We have much in common. 
I hope to find new friends here and new business 
partners. 

Leonid Umirzakov
deputy director dmitrov Grad Branch, 
Sberbank

Sergei gorkov 
director of the Hr-policy department, Sberbank

"Summing up nEW PEOPLE, nEW idEAS contest, 
Sberbank of russia is pleased to assert the fact that the 
contest has attracted many talented specialists from the 

financial sector who have offered their own and quite 
original vision of solving the topical issues in the banking 

and financial sectors. now, the winners, the most promising 
and creative young people, have an opportunity to get an 
excellent education with the Executive MBA programme"

Comment
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Marina Litvinova
deputy director (deposits and 
Accounts), Sberbank

Mikhail Bratanov
head of Securities department,
rosbank

The main driving force behind my par-
ticipation in the new People, new Ide-
as contest was a great desire to change 
my life and open myself up to new hori-
zons. Primarily, to bring more opportuni-
ties into my life to meet new people, solve 

bigger problems and harness the potential of unused 
opportunities. my life strategy is to learn how to win in 
any situation and achieve the best in any situation. That 
is why participation in this contest gives me a compet-
itive advantage. 

The main idea of my essay is in synergy between the 
sector of state and financial services offered to the pub-
lic (based on the international experience and the coun-
try’s practical and sci-tech potential), which is meant to 
contribute to the innovative economic growth of russia. 

for this purpose, it is necessary to create a national pay-
ment system of welfare benefits in russia by integra-
tion of information applications of state agencies (trans-
port, social sphere, health care, housing and utilities, 
etc.) and bank applications, and implement a project 
for step-by-step introduction of a new unified multi-pur-
pose product at the state level.

my expectations from SKOLKOVO are to get a quality 
education, which will allow me to immediately put this 
acquired knowledge into practice. Being a bank em-
ployee, I clearly understand how important internation-
al experience is today, and how important it is to speak 
the same language as the top management represent-
atives from any country. The EmBA project is of interest 
to me, as it enables me to make my personal statement 
and voice out my life priorities, destroys all the bounda-
ries and borders, develop my leadership skills to a max-
imum, and gives me an opportunity to become a part 
of the powerful energy and new ideas of SKOLKOVO.

I’m really interested in the opportunity to 
be trained in English by professors from 
the world’s best business schools free 
of charge, and, what is more, to get this 
training in moscow, which is my home 
city. The key ideas of my project are 

based on the system macroeconomic approach. At 
first, there should be an adequate structure of the state 
budget. 

We should not aim for the net surplus with the cheap 
deficit in terms of the resource cost, and make the most 
of own funds for financing our own economy. Then we 
need to make strategic investments into the infrastruc-
ture (roads, he alth care, etc.) – all the things that form 
a macroeconomic basis for the development of real 
economy; along with all of this, it is absolutely necessary 
to do some serious political housecleaning.

Then it comes down to the development of all the rest, 
i.e. taxation system, financial market, science, ed-
ucation, etc. In my essay I defined the fundamentals 
of the stage planning approach. After completing the 
SKOLKOVO programme, I hope to see myself in the po-
sition of a manager or entrepreneur with improved skills. 
I believe that I will progress in the fields that are inter-
esting to me, as I cannot stand routine and boredom. I 
would like to enjoy the job I do.

Another thing I strive for is independence – perhaps, 
the school will help me get more freedom in many as-
pects of my life. I would like SKOLKOVO to help me grow 
and improve my perspective. Professional knowledge 
applicable to business, international experience, en-
vironment, exchange of opinions, creative approach, 
and a possibility to get a wider or more straightforward 
view on many things – that is what I hope to get from 
SKOLKOVO.

Wilfried Vanhonacker 
dean, SKOLKOVO 

"it was not easy for us to choose the winners, considering 
the fact that originally over 100 essays were submitted for 
the contest. However, the results of the programme exams 
allowed us to select five top participants who, beyond writing 
convincing essays, successfully met all the examination 
challenges. no doubts i will be very pleased to meet the 
winners in person, now the actual students of SKOLKOVO 
EMBA, who are facing plenty of new opportunities"

concerning substitution of foreign corporate debts 
therewith.

Similar to what I do now, with the only difference that 
SKOLKOVO has brought about a more conscious 
attitude from me. In the future I see myself as a 
manager of a large company or a medium business 
owner, or maybe both of them if I am lucky enough. 
I expect SKOLKOVO to help me open new doors into 
the development and expansion of activities, become 
more productive in the workplace and better contribute 
to the community.

Comment
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кампус скОЛкОВО, сентябрь 2009
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students of the sKOLKOVO full-time mbA programme speak about the 
skills and knowledge they are gaining while working on the projects in 
public and social sectors.

PuBLiC
PrOJECtS

Alexey germanovich
Public Projects director, SKOLKOVO

We are building a truly pilot technology of a new 
educational model here in russia. We want our 
students to get to the most relevant topics they 
will have to deal with in the business–state–
society triangle. At the same time, we would 
like to show them how the public and social 
sectors work; for this reason, we have several 
projects aimed to solve the most pressing tasks 
that russian economy faces now. Students get 
an opportunity to look at how this sector oper-
ates from the perspective of ministries, author-
ities, social and cultural institutions, etc. 

We want our students to learn how to use mar-
ket mechanisms in this sector. Therefore, one 
of the team’s training tasks is to demonstrate 
how they apply economic modelling methods 
while working at these projects.

Perm Territory / regional and spatial development 
project by the example of a large region.
Cherepovets / regional and spatial development 
project by the example of a large municipality.
Svetly / regional and spatial development project 
by the example of a large municipality.
Lobbying / Alignment of business projects in 
condition of government control, interaction based 
on Federal Law no. 94  
“On Placement of State and Municipal Orders”.
Museum Management / development of the 
tretyakov gallery on Krymsky Val; construction of 
Cirque du Soleil in Moscow.
Sheremetyevo / Public private partnership by the 
example of the airport operation. 
School No. 261 / Public private partnership by the 
example of the secondary school operation.
Kaliningrad / Construction of an exhibition 
complex.
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upon request of the Tretyakov Gallery General Director, a team of 
sKOLKOVO students is assisting in attracting visitors and developing 

a business plan for a specialised fund to promote the 20th century 
collection of russian Art.

SKOLKOVO STudEnTS LEArn TO APPLY mArKET mEchAnISmS In ThE dEVELOPmEnT Of STATE GALLErY

it is unlikely that among the readers of 
GO Inside SKOLKOVO there are people 
who have never heard of Black Square 
by malevich. Are there many people 
who could boast of seeing it or who 
know know where exactly it is displayed?  
 
Yet, the best works by malevich, Shagal, 
Kandinsky and many other world fa-
mous russian artists of the 20th centu-
ry can be found in our Tretyakov Gallery. 
not in the one located in Lavrushinsky 
Lane, where the paintings by Shishkin 
and Vasnetsov familiar from school 
textbooks are exhibited, but in a sep-
arate building in Krymsky Val, better 
known as the central house of Artists.  
compared to the queues in Lavrushin-
sky Lane, This is unlikely that you will 
see more than 20 or 30 visitors there 
on weekdays. Yet, it is in this place 
where a unique collection of paint-
ings by famous artists is displayed.  
 
The task to help the gallery in Krym-
sky Val to attract visitors has been set 
by the new General director of the 
Tretyakov Gallery for the team of five 
SKOLKOVO students. Irina Lebedeva, 
who had worked in the Gallery in Krym-
sky Val for 20 years, was appointed as 
the Gallery director half a year ago.  
 
within ThrEE months our team has to 
provide recommendations which would 
help the director solve the task. This will 
not only be beneficial to the Tretyakov 
Gallery, but at the same time will give 
us a chance to learn how to work effec-
tively with the government institutions in 
russia. 

Anton Saraykin 
member of 
museum 
management  
Team

// Museum management
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//  Planescome first

The ministry of Transport is seeking to cre-
ate a new and improved Shermetyevo air-
port meant to be an international hub and a 
gateway to moscow. At present Sherme-
tyevo has an antiquated infrastructure and 
an inefficient model of airport operations. 
 
The russian government has announced plans 
to spend billions of dollars over the next 10 
years on improving infrastructure. There is an 
imminent need to replace, modernize and ex-
pand the aging infrastructure, that to a large 
extent lingers as remnants of the Soviet era.  
 
Sheremetyevo, one of the leading russian AIr-
POrTS with approx 16 million passengers, is 
a vital strategic asset. The future of its devel-
opment is critical to both, the state and the 
people of russia. the governments hopes 
for airport development in ThE cOunTrY. 
 
Six SKOLKOVO mBA students have been work-
ing in conjunction with the ministry for three 
months in order to create innovative and world 
class solutions that will be applied to revitalize 
the airport for the 21st century. 

sKOLKOVO team helps to provide innovative 
and world class solutions, which will be 
applied to revitalize the airport for  
the 21st century.

Denis golubovsky  
Team Leader 
Sheremetevo Airport
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SKOLKOVO TEAm LEArn TO mAnAGE rEAL AIrPOrT
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//  improving  
the law

Our public sector project is connected with the 
most important yet most controversial law of 
russia–federal Law no. 94 “On Placement 
of Orders to Supply Goods, carry out Work, 
render Services for meeting State and munic-
ipal needs” (Law “On Public Procurement”).  
 
The aim of the project is to initiate a cam-
paign to lobby the changes in the Law “On 
Public Procurement” as related to the com-
panies providing professional services to 
the government (e.g. Pr, advertising, au-
diting, legal advice, etc.) The role of a pub-
lic order for private businesses has become 
all the more significant in the last two years.  
 
regulation of this sector does not meet the re-
quirements of both parties to the public con-
tract: neither the public customer–as in many 
cases it does not allow it to receive high qual-
ity services, nor the contractor–as the ex-
isting trading procedure involves non-pro-
fessionalism of the public agencies carrying 
out trading and absence of any procedure 
to appeal against the results of trading in 
their essence, bureaucracy and corruption.  
 
We hope that in the course of this project it 
would be possible to formulate a common 
position shared by both the government and 
business with regard to the improvement of the 
public order sector regulation, and such posi-
tion could be a basis for lobbying the legisla-
tive changes to favour more effective function-
ing of this market. 

sKOLKOVO team initiates the campaign to 
lobby the changes in the law as related to the 
companies providing professional services to 
the government. 

Alexandra dronova
Team Leader of the Project on 
changes to the Law “On Public 
Procurement”
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SKOLKOVO STudEnTS TEAm IS WOrKInG TO ImPrOVE ThE LAW "On PuBLIc PrOcurEmEnT"
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PAVLOVSKY'S
PrOduCt

studies at sKOLKOVO have helped sergei Pavlovsky,  
one of the winners of the sKOLKOVO Challenge, to better understand his own business 
and develop the required skills. Currently, sergei is thinking of introducing his product 
into the global market.

SErGEI PAVLOVSKY, SKOLKOVO mBA STudEnT

Applying for a contest of business 
projects last year, with SKOLKOVO 
full-time training programme as a main 
prize, 28-year old Sergei Pavlovsky 
knew exactly what he wanted from the 
business school.

“The courses on marketing, negotiat-
ing and leadership are just the thing,” 
says Sergei. 

Sergei was good at writing busi-
ness plans well before admission to 
SKOLKOVO: he began to work in the 
area of corporate finance when he 
studied at the high School of Econom-
ics. Sergei also had a very rare experi-
ence for russia – promotion of innova-
tions. Working as a finance director of 
Visker company, a producer of probes 
for nanomicroscopes, he managed to 
find an investor for the project. “I was 
just a member of the team, not the driv-
ing force. So about a year ago I began 
to think of doing something myself,” 
says Sergei Pavlovsky. 

from his friends Sergei learned about 
an innovative product of the cell and 
Tissue Growth Laboratory of the Insti-
tute of Theoretic and Experimental Bi-
ophysics at the russian Academy of 
Sciences. That was the product for 
fast healing of wounds and burns. It 
was clear that, when slightly changed 
and packaged in a different way, this 
product might turn out to be a very 
successful business project targeted 
at both medical and cosmetics mar-
kets. 

After presenting this project at the con-
test, Sergei became the winner and got 
an opportunity to study at SKOLKOVO. 

SErGEI hAS A dEEPEr undErSTAndInG 
Of hIS OWn BuSInESS mOdEL – hOW ThE 

fInAL PrIcE dISTrIBuTEd AmOnG ThE 
PrOducEr, dISTrIBuTOrS, SALOnS, ETc.
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AmericAn professor / In autumn, the 
product (re3derm gel) and its pro-
duction were certified; first sales were 
achieved. According to Sergei, he got 
an opportunity to put the theory he 
learned at school directly into practice. 
for instance, many cases analyzed by 
students referred to the medical mar-
ket. They clearly showed that enter-
ing this market was a long and cost-
ly process. Sergei Pavlovsky adjusted 
the strategy of his company’s devel-
opment – today they are focused on 
the promotion of the gel to the cosmet-
ics market. customers are no longer 
their target audience (in this sector it 
is difficult to compete with marketing 
budgets of such cosmetic giants as 
L’Oreal); now they target profession-
al beauty experts and beauty salons. 

With the help of SKOLKOVO, Sergei 
learned a lot about how to work with 
this category of customers in the most 
efficient way. In autumn, Professor 
david rabstein, who consulted such 
companies as Estee Lauder, read lec-
tures on marketing. “Our professors 
are open for discussions and easy to 
access if you need their advice,” says 
Sergei. he was lucky to talk to dav-
id several times, and Professor rab-
stein told Sergei a lot about the indus-
try from the point of view of large com-
panies. 

“It is one thing when you get feedback 
from your employees and clients and 
see the current situation, and another 
thing to get an overall view of the in-
dustry,” notes Sergei.

for example, the American Professor 
suggested that beauty experts are 
not rivals; on the contrary, they are 
interested in the exchange of knowl-
edge, so there is no need to be afraid 
of bringing them together. Sergei’s 
company began to hold workshops for 
beauty experts to provide a better un-
derstanding of the gel ingredients, its 
action mechanism and possible appli-
cations through the presentation of fa-
cial peels and masks. 

While studying, Sergei came up with 
the idea of developing a separate 
product for summer to extend its appli-

Dmitry Repin 
Start-up projects director,  
SKOLKOVO

Students of SKOLKOVO’s full-time 
MBA programme must devise and 
defend their own start-up business 
projects as part of the course. For 
many graduates, developing and 
launching a start-up enterprise af-
ter finishing school will be the most 
natural way to proceed with their ca-
reer. the educational process at 
SKOLKOVO is oriented on nurtur-
ing business leaders who are pre-
pared to steer their own compa-
nies in the future. the project’s defin-
ing feature is its focus on developing 
unique leadership and communica-
tive skills and on the graduates’ abil-
ity to start their own businesses. the 
last phase of the programme is a 
start-up project, where students bring 
their ideas to life. 

cation period, as facial peels and an-
ti-aging procedures are generally pre-
scribed for the period from September 
to April. At present, the company spe-
cialists are working on an after sun re-
generating gel. 

GlobAl mArket / Participation in the 
SKOLKOVO programme brought a 
lot of new contacts to Sergei. for in-
stance, david's suggestion to help 
him develop of international sales if 
the russian project proves to be suc-
cessful. communication with course-
mates may also be quite beneficial – 
students have their own mailing lists. 
All of them have a different back-
ground, and quite often it is possible 
to get a qualified opinion or contact 
details of people from an unfamiliar 
business sector. “When a project is at 
an early stage and there are not many 
resources to be used, everything is 
being done through the people you 
know,” says Sergei. 

According to him, the theory he 
learned during lectures helps him or-
ganize the data he has obtained from 
customers, partners and employees, 
“It is easier to interpret reality with this 
knowledge.” for example, at the lec-
tures on price formation Sergei has 
got a deeper understanding of his own 
business model. And after taking the 
course on the art of negotiations Ser-
gei began to better assess the com-
pany’s strong and weak points. One 
thing is when you offer your distribu-
tors to promote an advanced project 
of an unknown company, and another 
thing is to offer an innovative product 
that is well-known among beauty ex-
perts. despite the fact that the compa-
ny’s marketing budget is not big, Ser-
gei’s company takes part in cosmetic 
trade fairs, which is important for the 
re3derm brand. 

In moscow, this brand is represented 
in dozens of salons; at the moment the 
company is entering the St. Petersburg 
market. “We have the brand platform 
and a database of customers who al-
ready know about our products. The 
current sales level allows us to main-
tain the project at the breakeven level,” 
says Sergei. At the same time, we are 

conducting medical research for the 
purpose of future development. It has 
also been decided that the company’s 
further development will require inves-
tors. All the more, SKOLKOVO has its 
own venture fund. 

Sergei says that his colleagues some-
times come to him complaining that 
because of the training he pays less 
attention to the business. “however, 
next year we will have plenty of time 
for working on our projects, and I will 
make every possible effort during that 
time,” says the entrepreneur with a 
smile on his face. 

Comment
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tHE FuturE
OF BuSinESS EduCAtiOn
EVGEnIA OVASAPYAn, ExEcuTIVE EducATIOn PrOGrAmmES dIrEcTOr SKOLKOVO
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most leading business schools find themselves in a state of panic: in the last half a 
year the attendance of open programmes has fallen first 30%, and then even 50%. 
not only have corporations stopped sending their employees to training cours-
es, but the employees themselves are 
afraid to leave their work places for 
long. The academic approach in busi-
ness education, which has been suc-
cessfully applied for many years, does 
not work any longer. And SKOLKOVO 
is ready to offer an absolutely new ap-
proach to education. 

Traditionally business education was 
focused on the development of partic-
ular professional skills in employees. It 
was supposed that in the future those 
people would bring the company to a fulfilment of the set tasks. “unification” was 
a key word; the employees were introduced to a general understanding of the 
system, performance evaluation, human resources management, etc. In every 
big corporation there existed a talent development and management system; a 
series of corporate universities were opened. Such a scheme worked perfectly 
in the stable and growing market of the time. companies could plan their activi-
ties for years to come; personnel departments had clear understanding of how 
many and which specialists would be required in the future. 

universities, in turn, developed education programmes based on the market 
development forecast. Professors specialized in their own particular fields. At 
present it has turned out that the future cannot be so easily forecast. It  is not known 
what objectives the company will pursue in a year, whether the same people will 
work for it, and what it will be like then. 

The crisis has accelerated and intensified the gap between demand and supply. 
The new generation is very mobile; they often change jobs and places of resi-
dence, therefore the expenses spent on the individual development of each em-
ployee are frequently not paid off – it becomes cheaper to hire an employee from 
the market than to train one.

the new ApproAch / Today business schools all over the world are trying to find a 
way out of this situation. They find themselves in a difficult position: exceptionally 
talented professors and time-tested programmes were their main resource. But 
it turns out that nobody needs a “famous name” – demand for well-known lectur-
ers has fallen to the lowest level. I happened to be present at two major summits 
on business education, in Warton in february and at university of Washington in 
April. Both meetings attracted leading schools, all of which face the same prob-
lem: companies are no longer prepared to pay for the development of individual 
skills. They expect something radically different from development programmes. 
The lecturers, together with employees and experts, ought to solve today’s cur-
rent problems which corporations face. 

What is a company cEO to do if he wants to choose an education programme 
for the employees? The most important thing is to answer an easy question: “do 
you simply want them to fulfil what is required, understand what they are doing, 
or do you want them to change the system?” We observe how the approach to 
education is transforming from the development of an employee (with the em-
phasis on the personality growth) to the development of a company and refine-
ment of the system. Today SKOLKOVO is ready to help corporations meet the 
needs of present-day reality, suggesting fresh ideas and new tools for meeting 
required results.  

SchOOLS In A STATE Of PAnIc: 
In ThE LAST hALf A YEAr ThE 
ATTEndAncE hAS fALLEn BY 50%

Evgenia ovasapyan  
Executive Education Programmes 
director SKOLKOVO  
 
Evgenia Ovasapyan started her work 
at SKOLKOVO in 2006. She leads 
the Executive Education department.  
 
in 2006 Evgenia successfully 
launched the first SKOLKOVO 
education programme – Executive 
Education. right from the beginning 
these programmes were highly 
welcomed by russian business 
community. Over 2000 top managers 
from a diverse range of businesses 
participated in SKOLKOVO 
Education programmes, and a 
demand is constantly growing.  
 

this year Evraz announced an ab-
solutely new approach to education. 
At the height of the crisis Evraz lead-
ership took a decision to hold a non-
standard programme involving 56 
key managers. the objective – de-
velopment of eight projects critical 
for the Company and preparation for 
their implementation.  

About

FACt
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Business in russia is still very young; it appeared no more 
than 20 years ago. In recent years, business in russia has 
been undergoing a profound transformation. And only in the 
last five years major corporations have begun to think seri-
ously about the issues of efficiency and how to successful-
ly compete on the international market. The crisis has fur-
ther intensified these problems. Today the leading compa-
nies are thinking about a strategy for the global market over 
the next 10 – 15 years. 

We are talking about a new stage in the development of do-
mestic business. And the challenge is to communicate stra-
tegic objectives from the top management of the company 
to a core group of managers (50 – 200 employees).

trAnslAtinG the strAteGy / Strategy is not only the direc-
tion in which the company will develop, but also what the 
company will not do. The majority of russian companies still 
do not understand this. They undertake anything that they 
think will bring margin 40% plus. Large corporations cannot 
behave this way, and they need to effectively translate their 
strategy to a large group of people.

But this is not so simple. The problem is that not everyone 
can equally understand the language of business many be-
lieve that it is necessary to go and study in a business school. 
But this is only the first step; what is far more important is to 
learn the language practically. That is, to implement a set of 
strategic objectives or projects.

inteGrAted proGrAmmes / SKOLKOVO helps corporations 
formulate their strategic agenda, highlighting priorities, key 
projects and directions. We jointly choose a group of key 
managers (50 – 100), who will be considered in the future 
as potential vice-presidents. The next stage is connection of 
the strategic agenda and people. As part of our educational 
programmes, the participants develop real projects, which 
will be presented to the executives of the company. Thus, 
the executives participate and act as “teachers”.

Leading industry experts and world-class professors, who 
practice modern concepts in business education, assist in 
the development of the projects. We invite business deci-
sion makers from other corporations to share their experi-
ences and best practice. The whole education programme 
is focused on the specific needs of the company in order to 
solve the main task – to identify and develop a key of stra-
tegic projects. 

We call such programmes “integrated”. This is a world-class 
product with a unique design. We are moving in step with 
modern trends in educational programmes – to be as close 
to reality as possible.

now this approach is being implemented in SKOLKOVO to-
gether with the leaders of russia’s corporate sector: mTS, 
TnK-BP, EVrAZ, uAc. These are well known companies 
and leaders in their industry. They see themselves on the 
world market and are very concerned about their future.

industry proGrAmmes / new executive programme for the 
russian oil and gas industry “Leading major Energy Projects 
in russia”, created jointly by SKOLKOVO and mIT Sloan 
School of management, on the initiative and with the sup-
port of BP. The programme was designed to enhance the 
project leadership skills of executives that are essential to 
deliver large, complex and capital-intensive investments in 
the oil and gas industry in a commercially volatile world.

The participants were executives and project managers of 
russian and cIS companies engaged in strategic oil and 
gas projects.

The programme was aimed at developing leadership ex-
pertise in project management, sharing best practices, 
and promoting a dialogue on the efficient development of 
russia’s energy future. The programme on the one hand is 
very practical and projects-oriented, and on the other hand, 
reaches important objective opening constructive dialogue 
between the business and state. 

nEW SKOLKOVO
APPrOACH

Andrei Volkov 
SKOLKOVO dean

Andrei Volkov is one of the leading experts in the sphere of 
higher education in russia. While working as an Advisor to 
thr Minister of Education and Science  of the russian Fed-
eration, he led the  team of experts that prepared the pro-
gramme for developing russia's higher education system 
and led a group of experts from the g8 countries on russia's 
initiatives in education.

About
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nEW SKOLKOVO

ThE mAjOrITY  
Of ruSSIAn cOmPAnIES  
STILL dO nOT undErSTAnd ThIS.  
ThEY undErTAKE AnYThInG 
ThAT ThEY ThInK WILL BrInG  
40% mArGIn

1995–2000

the main requests from international com-
panies, as a rule, concerned performance. 

there was a necessity to introduce the sys-
tem of performance evaluation, setting the 

tasks, motivation, etc. Companies such 
as Coca Cola, BAt, danon, Philip Mor-

ris pioneered and spearheaded this move-
ment. Even today it is possible to recog-

nise workers brought up within Philip Morris 
and Coca Cola cultures by their first pres-

entation

AndrEI VOLKOV, SKOLKOVO dEAn

2000–2007

in 2000-2007, it was crucial for the man-
agers to understand why they acted in this 
or that manner. that was the period of cor-
porate code, orientation programmes and 

corporate universities. A leader was a 
teacher and bearer of the  

Company's culture 

2008–2009

new tasks for key leaders: to change 
the system, to be distracted from cur-
rent tasks, see wider, and understand 

trends. to build up a programme 
which will help a leader not only un-

derstand the system and the position 
of their company in it, but to answer 

the main challenges 

evolution
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CHinESE ArE BOrn
BuSinESSMEn

WILfrIEd VAnhOnAcKEr, SKOLKOVO dEAn SPEAKS TO STudEnTS
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Wilfried Vanhonacker, Dean of the moscow school of management sKOLKOVO, 
speaks about the difference between Chinese and russian businessmen.

WILfrIEd VAnhOnAcKEr, SKOLKOVO dEAn SPEAKS TO STudEnTS

Go inside: how did you end up in chinA?

wilfried Vanhonacker: I was in the wrong 
place at the wrong time; or today it might 
look more like I was at the right place at the 
right time. It was the fall of 1984. I was sitting 
in my office in new York when my senior 
colleague came to me and asked if I would 
like to go to china. At the time the chinese 
government was organizing the first mBA 
program and they had contacted my fac-
ulty at the columbia university. 

What happens with most people when they 
go to china is they either love it or they hate 
it. That’s because it’s so different. I liked the 
people, the culture and when I came back 
I studied the language and started reading 
in chinese. They liked me too and invited 
me back every year, so I moved to china.

how much hAs chinA chAnGed for the pAst 20 yeArs?

wV: There have been phenomenal chang-
es. I arrived in Beijing on christmas Eve, a 
memory I will never forget. People told me 
to bring coffee and light bulbs with me be-
cause the strongest light bulbs they had 
there were 20 Watt, so if you are working 
at night it’s too dark. I boarded in new York 
and I was the only non-chinese passenger. 
Everybody was looking at me as if some-
thing was wrong. I arrived in Beijing and the 
airport was one building, not that different 
from moscow’s Sheremetyevo now, but 
very dark. I had never seen so many peo-
ple, all of them were dressed in the mao-
style colors: black, dark blue, dark khaki-
military and they all have dark hair. There 
were few cars, lots of bicycles and the in-
frastructure was underdeveloped. People 
looked at foreigners like gods. 

Today chinese people are a little bit arro-
gant and I would say they have the right to 
be a bit proud. But for the past two dec-
ades, despite the country’s phenomenal 
development they are still very chinese in 
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terms of culture and character. 20 years in 
the history of china is nothing; it’s a blink 
of an eye.

whAt do russiA And chinA hAVe in common?  
whAt’s different?

wV: One thing I learnt, for instance, is that 
china is huge, it’s a continent. People all 
look chinese, but the mentality changes 
from region to region. People go to Bei-
jing, stay at a five-star hotel, go to the Great 
Wall on a bus, come back, eat Peking duck 
and then go home and think they know the 
country. But they didn’t see china because 
if you go a hundred kilometers out of Be-
ijing it’s a totally different world. russia is 
the same.

But there are a couple of differences and 
first of all, culturally russians are totally the 
opposite. russian people are very direct. 
In china you cannot be direct because you 
will make people lose face. You cannot crit-
icize in chinese. They have a contextual 
language, they never write what they say – 
you have to interpret it. When you read chi-
nese it means reading in between the lines. 
So I had a hard time adjusting. now, I’m an 
egg, which is white on the outside and yel-
low on the inside. 

The other big difference is the mentality, 
and I will explain it in a bit of a cynical way. 
In china, the hardware is way ahead of the 
software. If you will go to Beijing you will 
see the most fantastic buildings, unbeliev-
able architecture and so on. But in many 
ways china is still an agricultural society 
with peasant mentality. In russia the soft-
ware is way ahead, russians are much 
more mature, worldly, sophisticated. But 
the hardware…russian airports, for exam-
ple, can’t be compared to chinese. This is 
another shocking difference.

Also chinese are born business people, 
entrepreneurs, it’s in their dnA. russians 
are more philosophers. china is very curi-
ous about russia, but does not understand 
russia and russians, and, for russians it’s 
exactly the same.

how does it feel to do business with chinese  
entrepreneurs?

wV: I dare say that relations with chinese 
businessmen are like an iceberg—you only 

Wilfried Vanhonacker 
dean of the Moscow School of 
Management SKOLKOVO 
 
dr. Wilfried Vanhonacker is a renowned 
scholar in the field of marketing science 
and a recognized expert on China and 
emerging market issues. dr. Vanhonacker 
has taken a leading position in various 
schools, currently as the dean of 
SKOLKOVO, the leading business school 
in Moscow and the only one in the world 
today with a focus on entrepreneurial 
leadership and entrepreneurship in 
emerging markets.  
 
dr. Vanhonacker played a key role in 
establishing and developing the China 
Europe international Business School 
(CEiBS) in China where perfomed as 
dean and Vice President from 2001 to 
2002. At CEiBS, he created and managed 
the first EMBA program in China. Being in 
China since 1985, dr. Vanhonacker has 
done extensive research and business 
consulting. dr. Vanhonacker is the author 
of numerous academic publications and 
books. the well known ones are the 
China Casebook (Mcgraw – Hill 2004), 
and his classic 1997 Harvard Business 
review article on China entry strategies 
was reprinted in the best-selling book 
“Harvard Business review on doing 
Business in China (HBS)”

About
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see a portion of it. do not take account of 
everything you see. When in china, avoid 
interpreting events or evaluating whatev-
er meets the eye. for instance, in russia it 
is very easy to tell who the boss and deci-
sion-maker is. This is not the case in china 
because they do business in roundabout 
ways. A professional team of negotiators 
shows up for tough negotiations, while the 
decision-maker steers clear of the meeting 
in order to save his face in case of a conflict.

The chinese are natural-born business-
men with a clearly defined entrepreneur-
ial flair. This is part of their dnA. By con-
trast, the russians are big-time philoso-
phers. The chinese do business because 
their culture dictates that they must work 
and succeed. While russian businessmen 
usually have a very short-term and oppor-
tunistic agenda, the chinese, on the con-
trary, are genuine forward-looking strate-
gists. The chinese, much like other nations, 
want to make money. Yet, their vision of the 
horizon is different. Besides, they are very 
hard-working. from their perspective, the 
russians are lazy and do hardly any work. 
The chinese always have the motivation to 
move forward and excel.

As for the main problem in relations be-
tween russian and chinese businessmen, 
it is the fact that the russian culture is the 
exact opposite of the chinese culture. The 
chinese have a keen interest in russia, 
but are mystified by russia and the rus-
sians. The same is true for the russians. 
The russians and the chinese show a cer-
tain asymmetry in mutual understanding, 
which gives rise to complications in busi-
ness. The russians find it hard to under-
stand the chinese and vice versa. moreo-
ver, historically the two nations have come 
to mistrust each other to a different degree. 
If a chinese businessman has started to 
trust you, congratulations are in order. A 
chinese friend is the best friend, as he will 
do anything for you. Of course, this does 
not happen often.

for example, whereas in russia there is a 
dividing line between work and personal 
life, for the chinese all aspects of life form 
a single whole.

moreover, the chinese culture is very sub-
tle, while the russian is a rough, ‘macho’ 
culture. If you display your emotions in a 

flamboyant manner, you will not be able to 
work with the chinese, as this shows your 
lack of self-control. If you ask a russian 
man and a chinese man to sit on a chair 
motionless, the russian man will hardly 
stay put for an hour, while the chinese man 
will sit for a week without moving a muscle.

whAt kind of rules do you hAVe to obey in chinA?

wV: A lot of it has to do with the concept 
of face, which is very important to the chi-
nese. You have to give them respect, but 
not too much, because they can use it 
against you. You have to respect social sta-
tus and understand the hierarchy. relation-
ships is the most important thing in the chi-
nese culture. That’s because business is a 
transaction and this is always secondary. 
It is very important to maintain the relation-
ship because once you lose it, it’s very diffi-
cult to rebuild it. If you make a chinese per-
son lose face, they will never forget it. So 
you have to be very careful, it’s a very sen-
sitive culture. It’s important that you show 
you understand the rules. 

chinese will be very nice because they 
are the best hosts in the world, but that is 
a face thing. They are very distrustful and 
what’s important before a business deal is 
that you give them an opportunity and cre-
ate an environment so that they can learn 
to trust you.

In this context personal relationships are 
very important in both countries. But in chi-
na relationships go in all directions – hor-
izontal, vertical. In russia it’s all vertical 
and everybody is building personal rela-
tionships directly. In chinese culture your 
identity depends on who you are related 
to and it’s not necessarily vertical. Often a 
person below can have more power than 
someone at the top.

chInA IS VErY curIOuS 
ABOuT ruSSIA, BuT dOES nOT 
undErSTAnd ruSSIA And 
ruSSIAnS, And, fOr ruSSIAnS 
IT’S ExAcTLY ThE SAmE
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In the middle ages in china there were al-
ready millions and millions of people and 
they lived very closely. The confucian prin-
ciples all come from practical rules to con-
trol behavior, given there were so many 
people. The whole culture is scripted: how 
children deal with their parents, student 
with professor, brother with sister. This is 
all controlled, they all play a role. If you want 
to understand and work with the chinese, 
understand their behavior, you have to un-
derstand the rules. Once you figure out 
what goes on and you know the rules, they 
are very predictable. So people sometimes 
think that the chinese are shrewd just be-
cause they don’t understand, it’s very con-
fusing. .

how do you estAblish relAtionships with the chinese?

wV: Spending time with people. In china, 
time comes in circles – they don’t have the 
same periods as elsewhere. I think rus-
sians have been influenced too much by 
the Western culture. When you go to chi-
na and say: “I’ve got a week in Beijing, I’m 
going to negotiate three contracts. On Sat-
urday I get the last flight out,” this can’t be 
done. The first thing the chinese know be-
fore you show up is which flight you leave 
on. They are the best negotiators in the 
world, the concept of time there is some-
thing totally different. 

When you grow up in a culture where every-
thing is scripted and regulated, if you want 
to get any thing you have to negotiate it out-
side of the system, you have no rights, you 
only have obligations. They negotiate all 
the time and when you teach there to stu-
dents they immediately negotiate grades. 
You can say that is terrible, but that’s the 
way it is. You are not going to change them. 

You just have to spend time with them, 
show respect, by learning a bit of their lan-
guage. 

chInESE ArE BOrn BuSInESS 
PEOPLE, EnTrEPrEnEurS, IT’S In 
ThEIr dnA. ruSSIAnS ArE mOrE 
PhILOSOPhErS

WILfrIEd VAnhOnAcKEr, SKOLKOVO dEAn SPEAKS TO STudEnTS
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That’s another thing I should mention – chi-
nese, is a lot easier than russian. The prob-
lem with chinese is that it’s difficult to re-
member it all, it’s characters, but there is no 
grammar like in russia where everything is 
an exception. In that sense, you can’t be 
tone-deaf, because it’s a tonal language, 
but the rest is memory. But if you just pick 
up a few things, you already show respect 
to their culture, and they are really very sen-
sitive to that. 

chinese society is very holistic. If you go to 
china, you should show your family, your 
children, particularly when you have more 
than one. They like that, they get jealous 
and they like it when they are blond, with 
blue eyes. chinese are very open, they are 
very appreciative of very simple things. 
And themselves they are very simple peo-
ple, russians don’t feel that simple to me 
sometimes. 

whAt sort of thinGs you should AVoid while doinG busi-
ness with chinA?

wV: You cannot be emotional, which is very 
difficult for russians. chinese have no re-
spect for people who cannot control their 
emotions, who are showing anger, dis-
pleasure. 

To be honest, you are never going to be-
come chinese. You should also play on 
what your culture is but understand that you 
have to be careful.

You have to be flexible, it’s very important. 
You must have principles. chinese don’t re-
spect any body without principles, but you 
have to have some leeway to adjust. What 
they say in china, it’s a famous saying, “Be 
like bamboo”. Bamboo is very strong, all the 
construction is done with bamboo in china, 
but it gracefully bends in the wind.

You can talk about a lot of things, but don’t 
criticize the history, don’t make ridiculous, 
naive comments. Better to avoid such a 
topics as Taiwan which is a very sensitive 
issue. for chinese people territorial sover-
eignty is equally important as human rights 
to Americans. don’t do a presentation with 
a chinese map that you get on Google, be-
cause Taiwan is shown in a different color 
than the mainland. This is very insulting for 
the chinese, because for them Taiwan is a 
province of china. They are very sensitive 
to how they are perceived in the world and 
you could see that with the Olympics. There 
was a big discussion about pollution and 
china would even have painted the sky blue 
if they had to because there’s this pride. 
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Within the framework of the induction course to Chinese 
culture and language, students met up in Wei Qi game.

Before departing to china where the students of the first 
SKOLKOVO Executive mBA class had deeply soaked into 
the local business environment and make a range of meet-
ings with the heads of the largest chinese international com-
panies. The students experienced the induction to the chi-
nese culture and language. Wilfried Vanhonacker and pro-
fessor Teng ming delivered a course on china context which 
included the introduction to chinese language and busi-
ness realities.

In addition to this course, students also played in Wei Qi – 
one of the oldest strategic board games in human history. 
The game was presented by the President of GO federa-
tion of russia - Igor Grishin. Besides, Wilfried Vanhonacker, 

SKOLKOVO dean, has organized Gala dinner in 
chinese style. 

At the end of the module students have 
kindly agreed to share their impres-

sions of SKOLKOVO education 
process.

PLAYing WEi Qi

Armen Vardanyan

My intension was 
to study in the first 
russian economic 

school, and it was a 
fantastic start from the 

very beginning. And 
nowadays we feel that 
we can see the light at 

the end of the tunnel

Mikhail Kokorich

Basically, i was one of 
the last students who 
joined this Executive 

MBA programme. For 
me it was one of the 

best decisions i have 
made, not only in terms 

of gaining knowledge, 
but also the process of 

socialization in a new 
business environment
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the game  
with simple rules but 

really difficult strategy. 
there are more possible 
moves and positions than 

in checkers, chess or 
reversi.

gO originated in ancient 
China more then  2500 

yers ago. it's world's most 
popular board game.

XXXXXXXXX

PLAYing WEi Qi

Vartan Dilanyan

My general 
observations are 
quite positive and 
i think it is a big 
achievement for russia 
to have a business 
education school like 
SKOLKOVO. Basically, 
the professors are top 
notch. the group itself 
and the environment 
we study in are very 
positive as well

Ekaterina Akhanova

For me SKOLKOVO is 
really interesting and 
this is the reason i’m 
here. the programme 
provides a  structure 
for learning and the 
management of the 
programme gives 
personal attention to 
students

Svetlana Hoersch

i expected to get a 
high-level business 
education, good 
networking and new 
ideas for business 
and life. And i got it all 
in SKOLKOVO. And 
moreover i feel like i 
started to understand 
myself better

Ilya Supriadkin

i do have a prior 
business education 
that i got in the uSA, 
but SKOLKOVO has 
a special atmosphere 
of communication 
between students and 
that’s, probably, is 
most valuable to me

Alexandra 
Milovantseva

What i have here is not 
just what i expected, i 
found much more, such 
as soul mates with 
the same goals and 
who are also looking 
for something more 
important than the day-
to-day routine. Here i 
have time to talk about 
life with the people who 
share the same  
values as me
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SAM PArK, PrESidEnt OF SiEMS

Seung Ho "Sam" Park 
Chair Professor of Strategy, President of SKOLKOVO institute for Emerging Market Studies (SiEMS) 

dr. Sam Park is President of the SKOLKOVO institute for Emerging Market Studies and Chair Professor of Strategy at the Moscow 
School of Management SKOLKOVO. until recently, he was the Founding President of the Samsung Economic research institute, 
China (2004-2008). He was also the British American tobacco Chair Professor, member of the Academic Council and director  
of the Centre for Emerging Market Strategy at the China Europe international Business School (2001-2008). Prior to his move to 
China, he was Professor of Strategy at rutgers, the State university of new Jersey (1992-2004). He also taught and served on 
the faculty at the university of texas-dallas, Hong Kong university of Science and technology and Hong Kong City university. At 
rutgers he received several teaching and research awards and had promotions to associate and full professor ranks.

About

ThE WOrLd STArTS TO dEPEnd 
On EmErGInG mArKETS In nExT 5-10 YEArS
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PLuging KnOW–
HOW dEFiCit On
EMErging MArKEtS
deficit of know-how / Emerging market nations are primed 
for a beefed-up role in global affairs as established econo-
mies struggle to accelerate out of the planet’s most vicious 
financial crisis in decades, according to Sam Park, Presi-
dent of SKOLKOVO's Institute for Emerging market Stud-
ies or SIEmS. 

“Emerging markets will undoubtedly become more signifi-
cant in terms of geopolitics. The question is: do we know 
enough about them and their political dynamics, social shifts 
and business trends?” said Sam Park. “There’s a deficit of 
know-how on these markets around the world.” 

SIEmS is aiming to help plug that gap by researching the 
major BrIc economies of Brazil, russia, India and china, 
and applying that knowledge to smaller developing mar-
kets. SKOLKOVO School of management already offers the 
first mBA honed to emerging markets in an attempt to pre-
pare its students for tomorrow’s global business realities. 

“We believe the world starts to depend on emerging mar-
kets during the next 5 –10 years and SKOLKOVO wants to 
be the global leader in knowledge creation and knowledge 
delivery on those markets,” said Park. SKOLKOVO sends 
its students to china and India as part of the mBA course 
and Park’s institute has established a presence in those two 
countries as well. 

“You can’t build a dependable picture of emerging mar-
kets from the outside. You can’t study china from moscow 
– you’ve got to be there.” 

cementinG toGether / Some commentators have raised 
doubts over the strength of certain BrIc members, sug-
gesting russia should no longer be a part of the group after 
its economy plunged last year and warning of an impending 
bubble in chinese real estate and equity markets. But Park 
has another opinion. 

“russia’s among the most resource-rich countries in the 
world and commodities are critical to emerging markets. In 
addition, it’s the richest developing market country on a per-
capita income basis.” 

In china, Park admits government liquidity has inflated some 
asset prices. But he doesn’t expect a catastrophe and wel-
comes the country’s stimulus spending on better roads and 
infrastructure. 

“first, I believe in the effectiveness of chinese government 
policy – they’re very good in terms of economic policies, 
monitoring and controlling the market. Second, I believe in 
china’s potential. It’s one of the world’s largest economies, 
but incomes are low compared to the uS, almost 1/15. Giv-
en that, the market retains tremendous potential.” 

And despite historic political differences and a lukewarm 
first official summit in russia’s Yekaterinburg last year, Park 
sees the BrIcs becoming a closer-knit, and indeed more 
powerful, club in the coming years. 

“The last decade has seen trade among the BrIc coun-
tries grow at more than 50% a year. Whatever the politics, 
the economic reality is undeniable and economics always 
tops politics. Economic activity and collaboration will con-
tinue to expand from the private sector. Eventually, govern-
ments will have to follow suit and their role should be to pro-
mote the phenomenon further. I’m very optimistic.” 

Aside from obvious cross-border cooperation on energy 
supplies, Park reckons there’s potential demand for rus-
sia’s scientific process in Asia. 

“for the last 10 years, chinese diplomacy has focused 
on energy, because the chinese need commodities. But 
there’s also science and technology. South Korea has built a 
civilized nation partly with the help of russian technologies. 
china and South Korea have some of the basics they need, 
but what about the rest? russia has it but doesn’t know what 
to do with it. This is an area where cooperation can flourish.” 

Likewise, Park expects a wave of expansion by russian 
firms into Asia as the country’s economy gets back on its 
feet. “for russia–china, Singapore and South Korea are a 
gateway to Asia.  At the same time, russia’s very important 
for South Korea and china because they’re already big in 
Europe and need the logistics route through russia to low-
er costs.” 

Partnerships will flourish, Park insists. “The likes of china 
have been growing at close to 10% annually for a long time 
now, but every year there has been a question: Is this sus-
tainable? can India keep growing at 7% a year?” 

“The difficult situation for emerging markets is understand-
ing of themselves what needs to be done to sustain the eco-
nomic growth they’re seeing right now.” 
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B E  d i F F E r E n t

We were nothing but a small island, so how did we survive? first by making the 
people understand that unless we are exceptional, we won't survive. We differ-
entiate ourselves from other countries. We are not what they are. You're corrupt – 
I'm not. You're inefficient – I’m not. Your country is unsafe – mine is safe. We have 
no oil, no gas, but we have the biggest refining and petrochemicals industry in 
the whole region. All the major energy companies are here. Why? Stability, secu-
rity of investment, efficiency, and predictability.

K E E P  W O r d

If we sign a contruct, we are obliged to comply with all its terms, whatever they 
are. We need trust, we need to admit the fact that as a result of the deal you can 
loose, but you'll win in the long run.

L O O K  A t  t H E  A u d i E n C E

Since I entered politics I have never spoken from a script. I always look at the au-
dience. What is written in a speech and what is written in the newspapers is struc-
tured. The main thing is to keep the audience's attention, so I forget the script 
while speaking and I watch the audience and when I see that the audience hasn't 
grasped a point I go back to it in another form. I'm sure Lenin must have done 
the same thing. In politics, you can't move people with an auto cue. It's a dead 
speech, because you're stuck to those words. Look at the audience and speak. If 
you see they're not following you, go back and repeat your point. That's how I do it.

B E  E n E r g E t i C

When you speak in three or four languages, you quickly run out of energy. Eng-
lish is my best language, it's the easiest, because it's the language I use the most. 
When I began in 1952, I had to speak many languages. I returned from England 
and became am unpaid union negotiator. Once I was making a broadcast in three 
different languages – English, mandarin and malay. So after a while, I was lying on 
the studio floor to catch my breath because sitting down I couldn't breathe prop-
erly, it was a real effort.

B E  S i n C E r E

Why did I do all this? The benefit was that the audience was convinced of my sin-
cerity. I have always understated what I could achieve and then achieved more 
than I'd promised. So I have built confidence. I have been doing that for 30 years 
and, as a result, my education policy is to make everyone learn English as their 
first language.

L E A r n  E n g L i S H

malasiya buys Sukhoi jets with russian instructions. They'd get Indians to trans-
late the instructions into English. But they couldn't read English well, so they had 
to translate them into malay. I thought: ‘God, two translations? One mistake and 
someone could press the wrong button! This is dangerous.’

F i n d  A  r i g H t  P E r S O n

I've been asked this question 1001 times. I didn't appoint my son. I appointed the 
prime minister, who was my successor, and he remained in this job for 14 years. 
he chose my son to be his deputy. I didn't arrange anything. I don’t want to over-
estimate his achievements, but he studied mathematics at cambridge, where 

Lee Kuan Yew 
Minister Mentor of the republic 
of Singapore,  
Member of the SKOLKOVO 
international Advisory Board 
 
Mr Lee Kuan Yew was born in Sin-
gapore in 1923, educated at raffles 
College, Singapore, then Cambridge, 
England, graduating in 1949.  
 
He was called to the Bar, Middle 
temple, London in 1950. He prac-
ticed law in Singapore where he was 
an adviser to many trade unions.  
 
in 1954, he founded the People's Ac-
tion Party and held the positions of 
the Secretary general until 1992 ex-
cept a brief period in 1957. 
 
He was elected a member of Legisla-
tive Assembly in 1955.  
in 1959 he became Singapore's 
Prime Minister, serving successive 
terms until he resigned in november 
1990, when he was appointed Sen-
ior Minister by Prime Minister goh 
Chok tong.  
 
He was re-appointed again after the 
1991, 1997 and 2001 general  
elections.

About
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Isaak newton wrote his theory on gravity. he passed the exam and went straight 
into the second year. In two years, he had done what other students do in three 
and in the final examination he scored 16 marks higher than the second-best guy. 
This had never happened in the history of cambridge university. Why? Because 
he's got that kind of a mind. he speaks English, chinese, malay. he even used 
to speak russian. After five years, nobody doubts that he's able to do his job bet-
ter than anyone else.

B E  r E A d Y  F O r  F A i L u r E

nobody succeeds in everything he does. failure is a mother of success – it’s a 
truism. If you're successful in everything, it means you're a miracle man – every-
thing you touch turns into gold. People aren't like that. I could ha ve done better 
than I had. But at the time, I just had a certain amount ofknowledge and I had to 
make a decision based on that knowledge. If I made a mistake, I'd pay for it. 

dmITrY mEdVEdEV And LEE KuAn YEW mET uP AT SKOLKOVO'SThIrd AnnIVErSArY, SEPTEmBEr 2009 
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LEE KuAn YEW mET SKOLKOVO STudEnTS, SEPTEmBEr 2009.
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SKOLKOVO
nEW HOME

The moscow school of management sKOLKOVO has welcomed this sum-
mer season outside city limits. At the last weekend of may, sKOLKOVO 
team completed the long-awaited move to the newly-built school campus.



After much uncertainty and hesitation that preceded this event, the new campus, 
located 300 metres outside moscow along Skolkovskoye highway, has finally 
opened its doors to its first permanent inhabitants, three years after the festive 
cornerstone laying ceremony.

designed by the British architect david Adjaye, the campus represents an 
innovative version of the suprematic solutions by Kazimir malevich. The 
fusion of multicoloured and various-sized geometrical shapes gives the 
campus buildings monumentality combined with an air-like transparency, 
which fully conveys the spirit of the new-format business school. 

“now we will live in this marvellous building that generates a powerful 
energy field. Your perception of your work environment, of what we 
are doing and what we are aiming for is about to change”, SKOLKOVO 
President ruben Vardanian said in his welcoming speech at the campus, 
adding: “We have overcome many obstacles, and many difficulties still lie 
ahead. Yet now we know that we are up to any challenge. Welcome to the 

new home of SKOLKOVO!”

There had been many fears and concerns over the relocation from the 
comfortable offices in the moscow city tower to the newly-built campus 
outside city limits. Yet even the most sceptically-minded team members 
were up for a surprise. Even though construction is still underway 
and in full swing, kinds of oases have sprung up all over the place, 
creating office spaces of heretofore unseen architecture. for instance, 

by following pointers all the way to the eighth floor, you will make it to the 
so-called court zone – a spacious bright room dazzling with the array of 
SKOLKOVO colours and having two tiers, high ceilings and enormous 

slanted windows.

While construction is drawing to a close with the final touches, finishing and 
other minor improvements here and there, the life on campus is gradually 

picking up pace. 

In late may, the SKOLKOVO building won the house of the Year award in the 
People's choice category. Over six thousand respondents who participated in 
the online voting, with some 20% of the votes coming from abroad (the uS, 
Germany, china and japan), favoured it above all others!

Our own traditions have already started to form in our new home. While 
the food court has yet to open (with correa's to handle the catering), 
an exquisite 'field kitchen' has been set up for the personnel, where 
the pre-ordering of meals is becoming an honoured ritual. The active 
construction underway at the future gym keeps the campus residents 
fantasising about the surprises the Planet fitness of SKOLKOVO holds 
in store for them.

Soon, students will also be able to appreciate the campus ambience. In early july, 
students will flock to the campus for the final, 16th stage of the EmBA programme 
launched in january 2009. This can be rightfully considered symbolical: students 
of the first Executive mBA course will be the first to enter the classrooms of the 
SKOLKOVO campus.

In September, classes will begin at the campus; the lecture hall, 
conference rooms and sports centre will open; hotels will greet the 

first guests, and life at the home of SKOLKOVO will play out in fresh 
colours.
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WHAt tO rEAd?
Helen Edwards  
Head of the SKOLKOVO Library Project

In each issue of GO INsIDe sKOLKOVO magazine Helen 
edvards, sKOLKOVO Library project manager, will give her 
advice on interesting books on business, leadership and career 
- books that will hepl successful  people to become even more 
successful! First reviews are dedicated to special sKOLKOVO 
books, witch can't leave you indifferent.

Before SKOLKOVO, Helen was working at London Business School for over twenty years, and from 2005 to 2008,  
she was the President of the European Business Schools Librarians’ group

george Kohlrieser
hostage  
At The Table
Alpina Business Books, 2008 

A psychologist and experienced 

hostage negotiator – himself taken 

hostage on several occasions – 

George Kohlrieser uses the 

metaphor of the hostage to 

explain how to defuse difficult 

situations, at work and in 

personal life. he describes how 

not to feel like a victim as well 

as the need to create emotional 

bonds to deal with conflict. Both 

practical and compassionate, Ko-

hlreiser recommends “putting 

the fish on the table,” that’s to 

say to confront issues without 

being confrontational. The key 

is to ask permission, listen and 

maintain respect. The insights 

from this book have the potential 

to spectacularly transform 

intrapersonal issues. 

Alan greenspan
The Age of 
Turbulence
Alpina Business Books, 2008 

The memoirs of former uS 

federal reserve chairman Alan 

Greenspan are presented in two 

parts, the first covering personal 

experiences like his relations 

with eight uS presidents, and the 

second his ideas on a wide range 

of global economic and social 

topics. The autobiographical 

element is urbane and engaging, 

its modesty perhaps not truly 

expressing his influence and 

range of contacts. And while the 

book reveals little of a personal 

nature, the second half – where 

his own ideas are presented – 

highlights Greenspan’s sway with 

world figures and gives a unique 

perspective on global issues. 

central to Greenspan's economic 

philosophy is his belief in free 

markets, the effectiveness of 

enlightened self-interest and his 

apprehension at the prospect of 

government regulation.

Peter drucker
classic drucker 
Alpina Business Books, 2008 

Peter drucker redefined ma-

nagement in the 20th century, 

establishing it as a profession 

in its own right. he positioned 

management at the centre of 

business, defining both the role 

of the manager and identifying 

the key managerial tools and 

techniques. he revealed the 

critical importance of the customer 

to the very existence of business 

and named marketing as a key 

management function. Long 

before the arrival of information 

technology, drucker introduced 

the modern concept of the 

manager as a “know ledge worker” 

who assumes responsibility and 

makes decisions, in contrast to 

the "men in grey suits" who are 

paid to take orders. Important both 

for its practical applications and 

the rigour yet readability of the 

analysis, classic drucker presents 

the essence of this wide-ranging 

and prolific management thinker. 

Clotaire rapaille 
The culture code 
Alpina Business Books, 2008 

In this book, clotaire rapaille 

applies the tools of psychoanalysis 

to marketing. he believes in a 

cultural "unconscious,” developed 

through emotional experiences, 

often in childhood and specific 

to the culture in which one grows 

up, which can be explored and 

exploited for branding purposes. 

Through discovery sessions 

and observations, rapaille 

identifies the "code" best used 

for advertising specific products. 

The book analyses 20 aspects of 

American society – such as food, 

love, home and health – identifying 

the cultural archetypes associated 

with them and comparing them 

to other societies, which may 

be markedly different. rapaille's 

own success with international 

branding campaigns reinforces his 

approach. 

About
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Enter a circle of people who will define tomorrow.
The Executive MBA programme at the Moscow School of Management SKOLKOVO offers an unrivalled 

education with professors and lecturers whose credentials include the world’s most respected business schools. 
Our students hone their leadership skills under the guidance of experienced coaches. Here, you’ll interact with a 

unique and otherwise inaccessible circle of preeminent professionals who are shaping tomorrow.
Today, at SKOLKOVO.

SKOLKOVO EMBA
Tel.: +7 (495) 580-30-03, www.skolkovo.ru

Become the change 
you want to have
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